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Fixed interval -- the first correct response after a set amount of time has passed is reinforced (i.e., a consequence is delivered). The time period required is always the same. Notice that in the context of positive reinforcement, this schedule produces a scalloping effect during learning (a dramatic drop off of responding immediately after reinforcement.) Variable interval -- the first correct response after a set amount of time has passed is reinforced. After the reinforcement, a new time period (shorter or longer) is set with the average equaling a specific number over a sum total of trials. Fixed ratio -- a reinforcer is given after a specified number of correct responses. This schedule is best for learning a new behavior. Notice that behavior is relatively stable between reinforcements, with a slight delay after reinforcement is given. Variable ratio -- a reinforcer is given after a set number of correct responses. After reinforcement the number of correct responses necessary for reinforcement changes. This schedule is best for maintaining behavior. Notice that the number of responses per time period increases as the schedule of reinforcement is changed from fixed interval to variable interval and from fixed ratio to variable ratio Above taken from: http://chiron.valdosta.edu/whuitt/col/behsys/operant.html -------------------------------------------------------------Reinforcement Schedules
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... changed from fixed interval to variable interval and from fixed ratio to variable ratio. Above taken from: http://chiron.valdosta.edu/whuitt/col/behsys/operant.html. 
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Why do you think Paul says we are light in verses 8â€“14? Is there something in our identity that has changed from darkness to light? Paul also asks us to â€œlive as ...
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A farmer wants to make the largest possible rectangular pen for his dogs. He has 60 feet of fencing. What is the largest area the pen can have? What should the ...
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bi-l-da. Evans 1995. 1. Morphology. â€¢ Suppletive paradigm (GuaranÃ). â€¢ Regular person stem + number affix. (Quechua). â€¢ Suppletive person stem + number affix.
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in overdrive , and not surprisingly, the speed of it all has had unintended social and political consequences. KROFT: ... Some people call it Dubai, Inc., and besides all the investments at home, it includes extensive ... Informal. an intense stat
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prze-na-siadywaÄ‡ siÄ™. PERD-DIST-sit self. Wiland (2012): generalization about Polish aspectual prefixes: â€¢ given any two vP-external prefixes that can stack in the order X>Y, the reversed order. Y>X is ill-formed (holds without without exception)
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Beginning to mid November for Fall-Winter projects (yes/no): YES. â€¢ Mid to end of February for Winter-Spring projects (yes/no): ____. Project Description. Background: Dolphin research strategies need to enter the 21st century. Modern techniques use
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shadowy, crashing the boat? Is the moon bright or. hidden? The boat is rolling around, you see all are afraid. Suddenly you notice Peter has stopped shouting.
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What do you think about dream interpretation? - Do you ever have recurring dreams? - What is the best dream you ever had? - Speak about a nightmare you ...
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I tentatively follow her proposal that such elements are base-generated adjoined to CP: ... (16) John, who met someone in the coffee shop, bought them a drink.
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La pleine conscience: ramener son attention, sur le moment prÃ©sent, intentionnellement, sans jugement : (dÃ©finition de Jon Kabat Zinn). La pleine conscience ...
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A marked trail ride of approximately seven miles will contain ten obstacles for you to. navigate .... opportunity to enjoy this wonderful park for many years to come!
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We. encourage students who are not pursuing a traditional four-year college path after high school to attend the Great. Careers field trip in March put on by the ...
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Mar 31, 2009 - In the process, we'll be trying to shed light on various issues related to agreement & disagreement, ..... You're an idiot! It totally only had two. John: Fine, whatever, it had two loops. Just don't join any trivia contests any time s
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